Figure 1. A Signaling Network from the Activated ␤PDGFR
The activated receptor is a dimer. Each receptor chain becomes phosphorylated on multiple sites, some of which are depicted here, and binds specific SH2-containing proteins. The receptor itself has redundant interactions, for example with Grb2. There are specific pathways leading from the receptor to the nucleus, each outlined in a different color. There are also numerous potential cross-connections between distinct pathways, some of which are shown. See the text for more detail. The figure is illustrative and by no means comprehensive; some binding partners and potential pathways, including Src family kinases, are not depicted. The virtues of signaling networks aside, minor differSignaling Proteins Are Organized into Networks ences in gene expression can potentially result in draThese cautions aside, the current data fit an emerging matically different developmental programs. To illusnotion that a limited number of signaling proteins intertrate, the expression of single "selector genes," such act in a combinatorial fashion to build intracellular netas Ubx or Tbx5, distinguishes whether a wing or haltere works that allow diverse cellular responses. Thus, it is will develop from a Drosophila imaginal disc or whether critical to understand how biological specificity can be a forelimb or hindlimb will outgrow from the chick body generated through rather general intracellular signals.
wall (Weatherbee and Carroll, 1999). Elegant examples Cells with different histories, and therefore expressing from Drosophila show that subtle differences in gene different repertoires of transcription factors and coactivators, may form distinct complexes of preexisting and expression induced by a RTK can influence biological
